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1.0 INTRODUCTION OF ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTES FOR 
THE ACTIVATION OF POSITIVE PEACE IN NIGERIA 

 

The Rotary Action Group for Peace is an 
action-driven group of Rotarians, 
Rotarians’ spouses and Rotaractors 
working together for the purpose of 

advancing peace and preventing wars throughout the world. The Rotary 
Action Group for Peace was formed in 2012 as a group of Rotarians, 
recognized by Rotary International, focused on providing a network and 
resources to further the peace and conflict resolution work of Rotarians 
around the globe. 

The Rotary Action Group for Peace is an official entity that empowers and 
supports the peace work of Rotarians by offering structure, guidance and 
resources to further their peace efforts. Rotary International has a very 
strong commitment to peace efforts around the world. One of the 
objectives of The Rotary Action Group for Peace is to forge a path for 
existing Rotary peace programs, such as the Rotary Peace Fellows, to 
become involved directly with Rotarians and their activities. 

 

The Institute for Economics & Peace, is a global 
think tank headquartered in Sydney, Australia 
with branches in New York City, Mexico City, and 
The Hague. The IEP is chaired by technology 
entrepreneur Steve Killelea founder of 
Integrated Research. The Institute for Economics 

and Peace aims to create a paradigm shift in the way the world thinks about 
peace. We do this by developing global and national indices, calculating the 
economic cost of violence, analysing country level risk and fragility, and 
understanding Positive Peace. 
 

IEP research is used extensively by governments, academic institutions, 
think tanks, non-governmental organisations and by intergovernmental 
institutions such as the OECD, The Commonwealth Secretariat, the World 
Bank and the United Nations.  

 
 

www.rotaryactiongroupforpeace.org 

 
www.economicsandpeace.org  

http://www.rotaryactiongroupforpeace.org/
http://www.economicsandpeace.org/
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The United States Institute of Peace is a national, 
nonpartisan, independent institute, founded by 
Congress and dedicated to the proposition that a 
world without violent conflict is possible, practical, 
and essential for U.S. and global security. In conflict 

zones abroad, the Institute works with local partners to prevent, mitigate, 
and resolve violent conflict. 
 

The United States Institute of Peace is an American federal institution tasked 
with promoting conflict resolution and prevention worldwide. It provides 
research, analysis, and training to individuals in diplomacy, mediation, and 
other peace-building measures.  
 
 

Mediators Beyond Borders International 
(MBBI)’s mission is to build local skills for 
peace and promote mediation worldwide. 
Recognizing that the only lasting peace is the 
one built by those involved, MBBI advances 

the objectives of its 134 global partners by delivering and teaching skills for 
evidence-based context assessment, trauma-informed peacebuilding, post-
conflict reconciliation and recovery, cross-sector and network collaboration, 
project design, implementation, evaluation, and peacebuilding 
leadership.  MBBI projects are initiated by invitations from local community 
organizations and are designed in collaboration with community 
representatives. 
 

We work to enhance mediation and peacebuilding skills to communities 
around the globe so that they can, in turn, build a more peace “able” world. 
To this end, MBBI organizes initiatives through three essential mechanisms - 
capacity building, advocacy for mediation, and consultancy services. 
 

GCF is a Pan-African non-partisan organization, 
working to improve communities and human 
capital development of people in Nigeria and 
Africa by championing the Positive Peace 
initiatives and advocating for the re-enforcement 
of the 8 Pillars of Peace, so as to advance 
sustainable development. 

 
 www.usip.org 

 
 

www.mediatorsbeyondborders.org 

 
www.graychildfoundation.org 

http://www.usip.org/
http://www.mediatorsbeyondborders.org/
http://www.graychildfoundation.org/
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2.0 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:  
Activation of Positive Peace in Nigeria 

 
The activation of positive peace in Nigeria while being anchored on IEP 
peace building ideology for sustainable peace and national development; 
further integrates other Institutes peacebuilding concepts, methods and 
propositions i.e USIP, MBBI etc.  
 
What is Positive Peace? 
 
The traditional notion of peace, to mean the absence of violence or fear of 
violence; is not enough to bring about sustainable peace and development. 
If a government ends armed hostilities by issuing a ceasefire without 
addressing its underlying factors, conflict may resume, further disrupting 
business operations and exacerbating poverty, hunger and inequality.  
 
Positive Peace therefore, involves preventing or ending direct violence as 
well as structural and cultural violence; and goes further to correct unjust 
social structures and social norms so-as to prevent the occurrence or re-
occurrence of direct violence in future. “Positive Peace” is about the 
appropriate attitudes, institutions, and structures which when 
strengthened, leads to a more peaceful society. 
 

 
3.0 THE EIGHT PILLARS OF PEACE 
 
The Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP) have identified eight specific 
pillars in the society, that when strengthened leads to peace and sustainable 
development. Positive Peace acknowledges that ending conflict is not 
enough and that true peace requires a more holistic approach.  
 
The Eight Pillars of Positive Peace strengthens a society from within by 
creating an environment that nurtures communities and supports 
enterprise.  
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HIGH LEVELS OF POSITIVE PEACE 
ARE ASSOCIATED WITH: 
 
 Higher per capita income 
 Resilience 
 Better environmental 

outcomes 
 Higher measure of wellbeing 
 Accountable governance 
 Equity and Tolerance 
 Better performance on 

MDGs 
 
 
 

4.0 ACTIVATING POSITIVE PEACE IN NIGERIA:  
Background  

 
Since the independence of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, the Country has 
been experiencing, ethnic divisions, confrontations and re-occurring conflicts 
in politics, economy, leadership, religion and social strata. Unfortunately, the 
Nation is synonymous with deep divisions which cause national issues to be 
vigorously and violently contested along the lines of intricate domestic 
pluralities. Issues that raise the most dust are those regarded as essential for 
the existence and validity of the state. Record have it that from 1960 – 2020, 
Nigeria have recorded over 1000 conflicts, with many boiling over to claim 
millions of lives as witnessed in 1967, and with unquantifiable number of 
internal displacements, destructions and economic sabotage as in the cases 
of Boko Haram insurgency, Banditry and Farmer – Herder Clashes. 
 
The contest, conquest and competition for scarce resources and the politics 
of identity have over the years accounted for the incessant spat of conflicts 
in Nigeria, and most recently, the post Covid-19 pandemic economic harsh 
realities have further stretched the Country as the government is struggling 
to contend with economic decline, low price of crude oil and yet; increase in 
the demand of government functions and social welfare; as witnessed 
during the End SARS impasse.  
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On the other hand, stifled government machineries are yet another serious 
and ‘pandemic’ problem that makes all forms of conflict and crisis worse in 
the West African Country. The mismanagement of national resources makes 
poverty and bitter anger inevitable aspects of daily socio-political economic 
routine. Poverty and injustice caused by dishonesty, weakens any sense of 
mutual tolerance, social solidarity or coexistence, while reawakening social 
hatred, radicalism and violence. For this reason, building strong Institutions 
and re-enforcing existing ones are seen as one of the most important issues 
that have to be resolved in order to cope with conflicts in Nigeria. 

These domestic underpinnings, historical records of conflicts and the post 
covid-19 economic crunch, points to the fact that if deliberate efforts and 
measures are not put in place, there may be a total collapse of the State as 
predicted by the Institute for Economics and Peace (Post Covid-19 and Peace 
Report). 
 
It is on this consciousness that Gray Child Foundation in partnership with 
Rotary International and Rotary Associates have come together to ACTIVATE 
POSITIVE PEACE IN NIGERIA. 
 
 

4.1 ACTIVATING POSITIVE PEACE IN NIGERIA:  
Strengthening the Eight Pillars of Peace for National Growth, 
Peacefulness and Sustainable Development 

 
The activation of Positive Peace in 
Nigeria would strengthen the eight 
pillars of peace; usher in national 
peacefulness, unity and stability, 
which would enable the Country 
recover from post covid-19 economic 
crisis and get back to the part of 
sustainable development.  
These eight factors were found to be 
associated with peaceful 
environments and can be seen as 
both interdependent and positively 
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reinforcing of each other. This means the relative strength of any one ‘pillar’ 
has the potential to either positively or negatively influence peace. Due to 
the inter-dependence of these factors, the weakening or strengthening of 
any one pillar will also weaken or strengthen the presence of the other 
Pillars. A peaceful environment is therefore dependent on the presence and 
strength of all pillars. 
 
 ACCEPTANCE OF THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS 

Activating Positive Peace in Nigerian would encourage the ACCEPTANCE OF 
THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS and respect of Human rights. Human rights reflect 
the minimum standards necessary for people to live with dignity. It gives 
people the freedom to choose how they live, how they express themselves, 
and what kind of government they want to support, among many other 
things. Human rights also guarantee people the means necessary to satisfy 
their basic needs, such as food, housing, and education, so they can take full 
advantage of all opportunities. Finally, by guaranteeing life, liberty, equality, 
and security, human rights protect people against abuse by those who are 
more powerful. 

 

Therefore, activating positive peace in Nigeria would breed tolerance and 
empathy, more-so that regions, ethnic and religious groups would accept 
others for whom they are. Acceptance is the ability to see that others have a 
right to be their own unique persons. That means having a right to their own 
feelings, thoughts and opinions. When you accept people for who they are, 
you let go of your desire to change them. You let them feel the way they 
want to feel, you let them be different and think differently from you. 
Positive Peace would instill the liberal view that everyone is different in one 
way or another, and once Nigerians understand this truth, then people can 
stop trying to change others into who they would want them to be and start 
accepting everyone for who they are, irrespective of their differences in 
culture, norms and values. 

 

 WELL-FUNCTIONING GOVERNANCE  

Good governance is a comprehensive and better means of satisfying the 
diverse needs of citizens in the community; and the diverse ways to meet 
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these needs are the involvement of citizens in decision making and adhering 
to democratic principles. Good government for community development 
depend on appropriate institutions to facilitate good governance, so 
therefore if appropriate institutions, together with ideal democratic 
principles are established and incorporated in governance, then good 
governance will be achieved and the impact will be seen in the development 
of the communities which in turn propels national development.  

Activating Positive Peace in Nigeria would re-enforce institutions and 
encourage leaders at all levels of government to be more committed to due 
process, good governance, transparency, accountability and society 
responsibility.  

 

 EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES 

Activating positive peace in Nigeria would improve the equitable 
distribution of resource processes; it would encourage the increase in the 
amount of public resources allocated to the provision of public goods and 
services, mainly: health, education, social protection, energy and safe 
water. It would influence the reduction in the astronomical and indefensible 
high cost of governance and introduce measures to safeguard the policy-
making process from capture by elites or vested interests. Active citizenship 
holds the key to Nigeria’s inclusive development and thus positive peace will 
inform the allocation of adequate resources to schools to promote civic 
education, and citizen participation would be entrenched. 
 
The ‘sound business environment’ pillar refers to the strength of economic 
conditions as well as the formal institutions that support the operation of 
the private sector, therefore activating positive peace in Nigeria will help 
accelerate growth and promote sustainable economic development. 

 

 FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION 

Free Flow Of Information captures how easily citizens can gain access to 
information, whether the media is free and independent, as well as the 
extent to which citizens are informed and engaged in the processes of 
governance. Activating positive peace in Nigeria would support the free 

https://www.intelligenteconomist.com/growth-and-development/
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flow of information as it would encourage the dissemination of 
knowledge, and the collaboration of individuals, businesses and 
governments with one another, regardless of geographic boundaries. 

Freedom of information can have many flow-on effects for society as the 
open dissemination of information helps play a key role in keeping 
governments accountable, driving economic efficiencies and enabling 
individuals plus civil society to better participate in political processes and 
express opinions without fear. Therefore, Positive Peace would help re-
enforce the view that the free flow of information and tools such as the 
internet can help foster more accountable and responsive governance, 
increasing understanding of the rights of others, helping effect a more equal 
distribution of resources, and finally educating as well as increasing the 
productivity of individuals. Positive peace would enhance institutions that 
are committed to support policy makers secure frameworks that balance 
government objectives and drive economic growth and innovation in 
Nigeria. 
 

 GOOD RELATIONS WITH NEIGHBOURS 

Good relations with neighbors refer to both the relations between 
communities within a nation, and to the relationships between neighboring 
states. Divisions over nationalism, ethnicity, and religion are often reported 
to be factors in conflicts. It appears to follow that broad social attitudes are 
reflected at the national level, affecting political and diplomatic relations and 
nation’s potential future trajectory towards peacefulness. Therefore 
activating Positive peace in Nigeria will enhance national tolerance and 
eliminate the fear of foreign influence and socio-economic subjugation. 
With Positive Peace structures in place and functional, Nigeria would be 
more at peace with her Anglophone and Francophone neighbours, thereby 
improving national security, bilateral and multilateral relations in ECOWAS 
and beyond. 
 
 

 HIGH LEVELS OF HUMAN CAPITAL 

Positive Peace encourages HIGH LEVELS OF HUMAN CAPITAL development. 
Human Capital is a measure of the skills, education, capacity and attributes 
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of labour which influence human productive capacity and earning potential. 
An investment in human capital means investing in education or some form 
of on-the job training to improve workforce quality. Such investments 
provide returns to the individual as well as to the economy of the Country as 
a whole. Individuals benefit from higher earnings, and the economy as a 
result, benefits from higher productivity. 

 

Therefore, activating positive peace in Nigeria would ensure that a broad 
education base is encouraged so-as to increase the pool of human capital 
available in Nigeria, which in turn improves economic productivity, enables 
political participation and increases social capital. 
 

 LOW LEVELS OF CORRUPTION 

In societies with high corruption, resources are inefficiently allocated, often 
resulting in a lack of funding for essential services. The resulting inequality 
can lead to civil unrest and in extreme situations can be the catalyst for more 
serious violence. Low corruption, by contrast, can enhance confidence and 
trust in institutions, which in turn helps to create informal institutions which 
enhance peace. All of the pillars associated with peace are interconnected 
when it comes to corruption, and causality can run in either direction.  

These institutions can help promote resilience in society, enabling nations to 
overcome adversity and resolve internal economic, cultural, and political 
conflict through peaceful methods.  

Activating Positive Peace in Nigeria would enhance institutions capacity to 
curb corruption and would also encourage reforms that will bring 
corruption under control and minimize its adverse consequences so that 
Nigeria can proceed with her efforts to become a modern, developed 
nation with a good chance of attaining sustainable development. 

 

 SOUND BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

The ‘SOUND BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT’ pillar refers to the strength of 
economic conditions as well as the formal institutions that support the 
operations of the private sector.   
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The strength of economic conditions as well as the formal institutions that 
support the operation of the private sector determines the soundness of the 
business environment. Business competitiveness and economic freedom are 
both associated with the most peaceful countries, as is the presence of 
regulatory systems which are conducive to business operation. Strong 
private sector conditions are essential for employment and economic 
growth and also ensure that there is a viable revenue base upon which 
governments can fund other critical services which the private sector 
cannot. These factors are critical to fostering a peaceful environment.  

To this regard, the activation of Positive Peace in Nigeria would create a 
safer environment for capital investment than would otherwise be the 
case. Investments, both local and foreign would be stimulated because of 
reduced business risk, thereby creating economic growth, increasing living 
standards and enabling a virtuous circle between peace and prosperity to 
emerge. 

 
 

4.2 SUMMARY 
 
In a society where positive peace prevails, all sectors help bring about the 
positive economic, political and social factors that lead to sustainable 
development. Businesses, for example, can pay their workers competitive 
wages, use responsibly-sourced materials and not participate in bribery. 
With decent wages, workers can afford basic needs, allowing them to 
become more productive. When manufacturers use responsibly-sourced 
materials, they contribute to positive change. And when companies do not 
engage in bribery, they help discourage employees, other businesses and 
governments from enabling corruption. 

These outcomes help ensure greater profitability for enterprises in the 
future. Promoting peace and sustainable development reduces poverty and 
prevents conflict, translating to a healthier business environment that allows 
for a more effective delivery of products and services. 
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5.0 DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF ROTARACTORS IN THE 
ACTIVATION OF POSITIVE PEACE IN NIGERIA 

 
a) Rotaractors as peace builders  

 
b) Rotaractors as agents and ambassadors for the activation of positive 

peace in Nigeria 
 

 
 ROTARACTORS AS PEACE BUILDERS  

Applying Peacebuilding skills at:  

 Individual level   - intra-personal & interpersonal   
 Community level  - grassroot dialogue 
 Tertiary Institution  - peace advocates 
 Rotaract and Rotary Clubs - peace projects 

 
 ROTARACTORS AS AGENTS AND AMBASSADORS FOR THE ACTIVATION 

OF POSITIVE PEACE IN NIGERIA 
 

 Volunteer and Partnership 
 Active participation and community mobilization 

 

6.0 BASIC CONCEPTS IN PEACE AND CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 

o Peace: is a condition that involves cooperative and constructive 
social relationships and it is dependent on the satisfaction of some 
basic human needs.  

Peace can be:  i) Positive  ii) Negative 

o Conflict: is the struggle between opposing forces, groups, persons, 
etc; it is a normal part of human existence and provides 
“opportunity for change”. 

Types of Conflict:   i) Non-violent  ii) Violent 
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o Violence: the use of direct and indirect action or force that are 
harmful to the well-being of a person, group, community and nation. 

Types of Violence:  i) direct violence  ii) indirect violence
  iii) structural violence 

o Dispute: may be an argument, debate or quarrel and is different 
from conflict. 

o Problem-Solving: every problem requires solution, decision making 
is in the hands of the parties; it deals with problems at the source 
and eliminates coercive and deterrent approaches to resolving 
conflicts. 

o Conciliation: to win over an opposition by making friendly overtures. 
It comes very handy in dealing with relationships after a dispute has 
been settled or a conflict is resolved. 

o Consensus: is a participatory notion that refers to the consent not 
only of the majority but also those excluded from it. In conflict 
resolution consensus emerges from processes that are non-
adversarial and problem-solving. 

o Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR): is an approach in mediation 
that refers to mediated out-of-court or before-court interactions 
between disputants. 

o Peacebuilding: is a process that involves several interrelated 
activities that constitute preventive measures and more immediate 
responses before, during and after conflict. 

o Reconciliation: refers to the restoration of broken relationships or 
coming together as community by people previously alienated/ 
separated from each other by conflict. 

o Conflict Resolution (CR): efforts to increase cooperation among 
parties to a conflict and deepen their relationship by addressing the 
conditions that led to the dispute. 
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o Conflict Prevention: refers to actions that take place before disputes 
between parties become either a crisis or an active violent conflict.  

o Conflict Mitigation: refers to actions taken to contain and reduce 
violence in conflicts that have already exploded. 

o Harmful Act: means all behaviours, attitudes and/or practices which 
negatively affect the fundamental rights of persons. 

o Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs):  persons or groups who have 
been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of 
habitual residence as result of or in order to avoid the effects of 
armed conflict. 

o Internal Displacement: the involuntary or forced movement, 
evacuation or relocation of persons or groups of persons within 
internationally recognized state borders. 

o Volunteering: putting in time, effort and commitment to help fellow 
men, women or community or to contribute towards a cause that 
you feel passionate about.  

o Peace Enforcement: the use of armed force by a third party 
designed to deter, suppress or terminate hostile action by a party or 
violent conflict between parties, such as under Chapter IV of the UN 
Charter 

o Peacekeeping: efforts to maintain a cessation of armed hostilities or 
ceasefire reached by the parties to end violence by separating their 
armed forces, such as under Chapter VI of the UN Charter  

o Conflict Termination: the cessation of armed hostilities between the 
parties. 

o Aid to Civil Authority: constitutional provision for the armed forces 
to support the democratically elected government with the use of 
force to manage internal security challenges or any likely 
assignments that may be assigned to the military by the President, C-
in-C. 
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o Non-Violence: the use of techniques and skills to bring about change 
in status quo without resort to violence or disorder. 

 

7.0 UNDERSTANDING GENDER AND GENDER BASED VIOLENCE 

Gender is the most misunderstood concept and this word elicits various 
kinds of reactions from different people. To some, it is equated to women. 
To some, it is equated to women equality to men. To others it is the same 
thing as male or female sex and to many a few, it refers to all these women 
that want to take over from men and must be stopped at all cost. 

 

Conceptual Clarification: Gender 

Women differ from men biologically, but all customs interpret and elaborate 
these innate differences into a set of social expectations about what 
behaviours and activities are appropriate and what rights, resources and 
powers they should possess. These attributes, opportunities and 
relationships are socially constructed and are learned through socialization 
processes. These socially constructed roles is what is referred to as gender 

Gender thus refers to the social differences and relations between men and 
women which are learned, and vary widely among societies and cultures, 
and change over time. The term gender does not replace the term sex, which 
refers exclusively to biological differences between men and women. For 
example, statistical data are broken down by sex.  

The term gender is used to analyse the roles, responsibilities, constraints, 
opportunities and needs of women and men in all areas and in any given 
social context. 

Conceptual Clarification: Sex 

Sex refers to biological differences; determined by chromosomes (XX for 
female and XY for male), hormonal profiles, internal and external sex 
organs. These differences are natural and are given at birth; 

• People are born male or female, but learn how to be masculine or 
feminine from our society.  
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• They are taught what the appropriate behaviours and attitudes, roles 
and activities are for them and how they should relate to other people 

GENDER VERSUS SEX 

GENDER SEX 

Social attributes, opportunities and 
relationships associated with being 
male and female 

Biological characteristics of males 
and females 

Context/Time specific and 
changeable 

Constant 

Defines power relations in society 
and determines what is expected, 
allowed and valued in a woman or a 
man 

Congenital and limited to 
physiological reproductive functions 

Socially determined Biologically determined and 
Universal 

Determined by culture Determined by birth and Unchanging 
 

Conceptual Clarification: Gender Balance and Gender Equality 

This refers to the demand for equal representation of women and men at all 
levels of politics, employment and social strata. While gender equality refers 
to: Equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities for women and men, and 
girls and boys  

Women’s and men’s rights, responsibilities and opportunities will not 
depend on whether they are born male or female, rather the interests, 
needs and priorities of both women and men are taken into consideration, 
recognizing their distinct diversity and examining each issue from the point 
of view of men and women to identify differences in their needs and 
priorities, as well as in their abilities and potential. 

 

GENDER BASED VIOLENCE (GBV) 

GBV refers to any act of violence that results in, or is likely to result in physical, 
sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, girls, boys and men on the 
basis of gender. Thus, GBV is violence that is perpetrated against an 
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individual based on their socially prescribed gender roles, expectations and 
norms. 

Types of Gender Based Violence (GBV) 

 Domestic – e.g. degrading treatment of women (wives, house helps, 
stepdaughters etc) at home.  

 Psychological – e.g. denial of conjugal rights, privileges, verbal abuse, 
snubbing,        stigmatization. 

 Physical- e.g. assault and battery of unarmed vulnerable idps by 
security personnel. 

 Structural – e.g. women exclusion from conflict management, peace 
and security decision making, leadership etc on the basis that war is a 
man’s domain. 

 Institutional – e.g. embassies denying women with single marital 
status access to visas. 

 

\ 

7.1 WOMEN, CHILDREN AND ARMED CONFLICTS 

Who is a Woman: A woman is an adult female human. (Ref: Cambridge 
dictionary). The term woman is usually reserved for an adult, with the term 
girl being the usual term for a female child or adolescent 

Who is a Child: The National Child Welfare Policy of 1989 defines a child as 
anybody who is 12 years or below. However, a draft decree put into law has 
now set the age of the child in Nigeria as 18 years or below. It is pertinent to 
note that this age definition of the Convention is already in practice under 
municipal laws. 

What is armed conflicts: An armed conflict is a contested incompatibility 
which concerns government and/or territory where there is use of armed 
force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a 
state, resulting in at least 25 battle-related deaths. 
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Impact of Armed Conflict on Women and Children 

According to General Patrick Cammeert (2008) “It is now more dangerous to 
be a woman than to be a soldier in modern conflicts”.  

 Women worldwide bear the brunt of war and conflicts, together with 
children making up about 80% of those displaced during such crises.  

 While men most often in war suffer only one consequence – death, 
women suffer multiple consequences. Apart from being killed, women 
are subjected to the most horrendous violations including rape, 
abduction, sexual slavery, forced marriage etc.  

 Rape and other sexual violence are common and often in war to shame 
and humiliate the enemy, as a reward to the conquering side and as a 
means to spread terror and to weaken morale 

 They are subjected to unbelievable horrible atrocities during armed 
conflicts – rapes, sexual abuses including abduction and sexual slavery, 
forced marriage and mutilations. Rape and other sexual violence are 
often used to shame and humiliate the enemy and as a means to spread 
terror and to weaken morale. 

 This intensification of GBV is as a result of the breakdown of the social 
protection systems in the communities. Unfortunately, the military 
security measures during violent conflicts often do not shield women 
from these dangers. 

 In the Rwandan genocides, an estimated 50% of the women were raped; 
former Yugoslavia, more than 20,000 women were raped. In Western 
Darfur, an estimated 80% of Camp residents were women and children, 
many of whom have been targets of GBV; in Nigeria, of the more than 
3m people displaced, 80% are women and children. Thousands of 
women were abducted and subjected to all kinds of atrocities 

 

Impact of armed conflicts on the Rights of Women and Children 

 Violation of their human rights: Human rights are rights that accrue to a 
person as a result of being a human being. 
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 Human rights include a broad range of guarantees, addressing virtually 
every aspect of human life and human interaction. Among the rights 
guaranteed to all human beings are the: 

 

 Right to life, name and nationality 

 Right to adequate food, shelter, clothing and social security 

 Right to health and education 

 Right to property and equal protection of the law 

 Right to fair a trial, Freedom of thought, conscience and 

expression 

 Freedom of association, assembly and movement 

 Freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatments or punishments 

 Freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention, Freedom from 

discrimination 

 

7.2 INSTRUMENTS OF PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN 
IN ARMED CONFLICTS (GLOBAL) 

 

UNSCR 1325 (2000): First recognition of the unique role and active agency of 
women in conflict, peace and security. 

UNSCR 1820 (2008): Recognition of sexual violence as weapon of war. 

UNSCR 2122 (2013): Focus on stronger measures and the monitoring 
mechanisms to allow women to engage in conflict resolution and recovery. 

UNSCR 2272 (2016): Provides measures to address sexual exploitation and 
abuse in peace operations. 

UNSCR 2349 (2017): Peace and Security in Africa. 
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